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Abstract 
The primary obstacle preventing the analytical 
determination of physically sensible stresses at 
a crack tip is the presence of a mathematical 
singularity there. This singularity is best known 
in its elastic form; however it persists even in 
elasto-plastic crack-tip stresses. To overcome 
the difficulty we adopt the following strategy: 
we attempt to capture initial elastic stresses 
experimentally, than track subsequent elasto- 
plastic stress distributions analytically. 
We infer a finite stress at a crack tip from the 
experimental behaviour of cracked specimens at 
fracture when the specimens are made of a 
truly brittle material. Given a size-independent 
result, we argue that the crack-tip stress at 
fracture must equal the ultimate stress for such 
a material; thus dividing by the applied stress at 
the same pomt gives a measure of the stress 
concentration factor, K,+ ihe approach is 
checked for size independence and against hole 
configurations with known theoretical, yet 
physically reasonable, K,. Then the effective 
experimental KT are taken as inputs for the 
second phase of the study in which we model 
the crack as being a smooth notch having the 
same stress concentration factor as found 
experimentally. In this way our configuration 
initially shares the same stresses at the crack 
tip as we inferred physically. Next we track 
effects of incremental plastic flow on a set of 
finite element grids. Satisfactory resolutcon in 
return for modest computational effort is 
obtained by employing a substructuring method. 
The accuracy in both the elastic and the elasto- 
plastic regime is checked against trial problems 
with exact solutions. Thereafter, physically 
interpretable stress distributions ahead of the 
crack are determined for a range of materials 
and for varying load levels. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The problem .of concern here is the determination Of 
physlcally sensible measures for the stresses ahead of a 
crack In one edge of a plate IFig. 1). We confine 
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attention to uniform, symmetric, transverse loading but seek 
to track the local stresses as this loading varies from 
levels well below net section yield to significantly in 
excess of the same. An understanding of the response 
under these circumstances is of considerable importance in 
engineering, especially in designing against failure. 
-I I- 
FIG. 1. Generic crack configuration 
As a first approach towards obtaining the stresses in our 
geometry we consider the elastic behaviour at the vertex 
of a smooth notch which in the limit forms our edge crack 
(see Fig. 1). From Neuber (19371 then, the maximum 
stress, urnaX, as the dimensionless root radius of curvature, 
p, goes to zero. is given by 
d lnz?X _ ~~(1 + 2/r/7;) as p + 0, 
where go is the applied stress. Equation (1) serves notice 
of the major difficulty encountered in obtaining realistic 
stresses for the crack since it demonstrates that classical 
elasticity gives ruse to a singularity there. That is, the local 
elastic stresses take on the physically unattainable value of 
infinity right at the point of greatest concern, the crack tip, 
in response to infinitesimal loads: it is these two 
drawbacks. the unboundedness of the crack-tip stresses 
together with their independence of load level, that make 
such results useless in themselves from a practical point 
of view. Moreover the physical inadequacy of elastic 
stress solutions carries over to analyses of crack problems 
in which plastic flow is entertained The fundamental 
reason for this is that elastic flow must precede plastic. 
A more precise understanding of the nature of the 
continued breakdown for a crack in a strain-hardening 
material can be gathered from Hutchinson (1966) for 
example, who shows that, while the stress singularity 
weakens with yielding, it nonetheless persists for any 
hardenmg material while the stress-strain product 
conserves the inverse distance singularity it suffers from in 
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the elastic instance. This same conservation of singular 
nature obtains under the idealized assumption of 
rigid/perfectly plastic response In all, the presence of 
singular fields at crack tips continues to plague their direct _- 
analysis at this time. 
This leaves us with two options. To live with the 
singularities and attempt to make physically meaningful 
interpretations of them, or to try to redo the analysis in 
such a way as to rid the results of singular character. The 
first is the methodology employed in fracture mechanics 
and apparently has enjoyed some SUCCBSS. though the 
absence of any universally accepted ductile fracture 
criterion would suggest that, In its present state, it is far 
from definitive for this type of material response. 
Accordingly, with a view to examining elasto-plastic 
behaviour, we look to the second here. 
In attempting to determine more realistic stress measures 
for the crack we follow the approach used by a number 
of investigators and take the crack tip to have a finite 
root radius (p # 01. References to this type of analysis 
are given in Kondo (1955). In all of these treatments the 
choice of the model radius is critical - recall (II. 
Unfortunately, little is reported which enables checking of 
the sensitivity of stress results to the selection made, 
despite the fact that, at least in the early stages of plastic 
flow, it has to be significant Too, while most of the 
analyses attempt to take a small root radius, presumably so 
as to be somehow geometrically representative of actual 
cracks, none take a radius as small as that which can be 
encountered physically In fatigue cracks tp _ lo-’ when 
nondimensionalized by crack length). Further, this 
dimensionless radrus of curvature can vary In practice by 
several orders of magnitude so that there does not exist a 
single p for all cracks which can be measured directly. On 
the other hand, the great majorrty of the physical evidence 
indrcates that the physical response is relatively insensitive 
to notch acuity. Needed, therefore, is a means of inferring 
a sensible model radius for analysis. 
To this end we adopt the following experimental strategy. 
We consider a material which is perfectly brittle, viz., one 
which has a linear elastic stress-strain curve up to and 
including the pornt of fracture. There, provrded the volume 
being stresses is sufficrently large, the associated fracture 
stress is the size-independent ultimate stress, gy Thus 
for a big enough cracked specimen comprised of the same 
material, the local stress at the crack tip attains this same 
value when fracture occurs Consequently a measure of 
the stress concentration Introduced by the crack is simply 
this maximum stress divided by the applied stress at 
fracture. That is, the gross stress concentration factor, KT, 
can be estimated by 
where the asterisk atop the applied stress serves to 
emphasrze that it is Its value at fracture. With K, 
determrned as In 12). an elkpse or parabolic notch can be 
selected so that its elastic analysrs matches the 
experimentally inferred peak stress; thereafter careful finite 
element analysis allows the elasto-plastic stresses to be 
tracked as loading svzraases 
In what follows. we begin by stating the problems to be 
undertaken in Sectnon 1, continue by outlining the 
experimental and analytical analysis performed in Section 2, 
and close by presenting results in Section 3. 
1. FORMULATION OF PROBLEM PAIR 
Here we specify the particular cracked configuration for 
experimental study together with some related geometries 
for validating the experimental method, then formulate 
ensuing elasto-plastic notch problems for subsequent 
analytical investigation as well as some additional check 
problems for assessing analytical capability. 
The basic configuration chosen to demonstrate the 
approach is that of a thin plate or sheet with a single edge 
crack of length a. a width of 4a. and an effectively 
indefinite length (2 Sal, loaded by means of a uniform 
applied stress, ucl. 
on its ends with bending being 
restrained (Fig. 2Al. The sheet is to be thin enough so that 
a two-dimensional state of generalized plane stress is a 
good approximation (h/a _ I/ 100 if h is the thrcknessl, yet 
thick enough so as to limit buckling for the materral 
comprising the sheet This material is ideally to be 
perfectly brittle wrth a uniaxial stress. 0, versus strain, (. 
relationship given by 
Here E is Young’s modulus and the ultrmate stress bv is the 
stress at fracture in tension; the compressive limit is not 
expected to be of concern in the actual basic 
configuration The applied stress at fracture, 6s*, for thus 
configuration is to be measured so as to be able to 
physically infer an associated stress concentration factor. 
K, = aulaO*. 
3a 
FIG. 2. Problem geometries: A - experimental, 
g - analytical 
A number of supplementary configurations are to be 
treated to verify the approach. The first set of these is 
identical to the basic geometry save for having crack 
length and width scaled by a factor X, i.e. having new 
crack length Aa, new width 4Xa. The precrse X’s taken are 
dictated by the testing arrangement and are: X = 1.5, 2. 
3, 4. In this way it is hoped to demonstrate that no size 
effects are present The second set is made up of three 
geometries with known theoretical, yet physically sensible, 
K,. In detail, the set consists of long strrps of width 48 
under uniform axial applied stresses perforated by central 
holes with specifications as follows: a small circle with 
diameter 1.2a. an ellipse with minor axis transverse to the 
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strip of extent 2a and major axis parallel to the strip 
edges of length 2.66a. and a large circle of diameter 2a 
With these geometries it is planned to gauge the ability of 
our experimental procedure to determine varying stress .- 
concentration factors. 
Several comments are in order concerning the physical 
reasoning underlying the foregoing experimental problem 
selection Given a material obeying the linear law (3) in the 
vicinity of the crack tip, the local state of stress right at 
the crack at fracture consists of peak transverse tensile 
stress of magnitude iru, a second in-plane normal stress 
of zero value by virtue of the stress-free boundary 
conditions on the deformed crack faces, and no shear 
stresses on the corresponding planes as a result of 
boundary conditions and symmetry. These are the same 
local stresses as induced elastically in the notch problems 
next; there though, since yielding is permitted. further 
loading can be entertained and accompanying stresses 
tracked. That is, fracture in our ideal brittle material 
corresponds to yielding in our elasto-plastic materials. 
However, if the material were to exhibit a strength size 
effect, the local tensile stress could reach a much higher 
value than by and render our approximation for K, a lower 
bound. Such effects are due to microstructure which 
itself has a fixed “size” for a particular material; hence they 
show up by giving different results for different 
macrosizes. Here the specimens chosen to discover these 
differences vary in highly stressed volumes by up to a 
factor of 16. If no significant variations are detected in 
this range it would seem reasonable to assume that the 
amounts of material participating in the fracture processes 
are relatively gross compared to microstructural size 
scales, and accordingly the size independent fracture stress 
is limiting the load, i.e.. BU is the maximum stress. This 
presumes in addition that peak tensile stress governs the 
fracture of sufficiently large brittle specimens when the 
stress fields are no longer simply uniaxial. Such a 
presumption would appear to be in general agreement with 
experimental work described elsewhere when the stresses 
are largely tensile, and is to be further confirmed here 
with our set of hole experiments. Given satisfactory 
confirmation of the preceding necessary assumptions in 
our work, we still cannot be sure that the stress 
concentration estimate of (21 applies for the basic 
geometry at other load levels - the response may well be 
geometrically nonlinear with K, = K,lodl. Nonetheless in 
this event we eventually have 
d 
max = bu = 141 
Thus our stress concentration factor approximation in (21 is 
an average value, and in order to employ it as an elastic 
antecedent for our plastic analysis we need to note and 
ensure like load levels. That is, in effect, take the uniaxial 
yield stress, 0” in our analysis to be such that oy/E is 
comparable to our experimental au/E. 
Turning to the analytical sequel, we apply a uniform stress 
go to a strip of width 4a with a single-edge semi-elliptical 
notch of length a and minor semi-axis b (Fig. 261. Since 
we no longer restrain bending, we make the approximation 
that K, in tension to first order equals K, in bending for 
the same net section nominal stress, and choose b so that 
the experimentally inferred stress concentration factor is 
replicated, here 2KT from 121 because of the bending 
contribution. In fact this requires an estimation (from. say, 
Peterson (19741, Fig. 22al. followed by an iteration to get 
precisely the elastic stress concentration wanted; in 
formulating the notch problems though, in the interests of 
simplicity, we proceed as if b is known a priori. 
Symmetry of the problem allows attention to be confined 
to the upper half of the plate. For the upper half-plate 
we limit length to 4s so as to minimize subsequent 
computational effort, 4a being about the smallest half- 
length for which results are indifferent to further increases 
in length Thus we take Y, li = 1, 21 to be rectangular 
Cartesian coordinates with origin at the ellipse center and 
x,-axis aligned with the major axis, and focus attention on 
the region R defined by 
R = (k,, x2)( O<x,<4a, b-/i1 - x:/a21<x2<4a). (5) 
We seek then, the generalized-plane-stress stresses oij 
strains c 
functions ‘l’of’ “,“’ 
and displacements u, 0, j = 1, 2). as 
x2 throughout R for all time t > 0. 
resulting from ‘be accumulation of their corresponding 
rates on R, wherein the rate quantities ; 
. . . 
, tij, *33’ u, are 
to satisfy the following requireme& The two- 
dimensional, stress-rate, equations of equilibrium, in the 
absence of body forces under the assumption of quasi- 
static response; the flow rule for a homogeneous and 
isotropic, elastic/incompressible plastic solid, complying 
with von Mises yield criterion and Drucker’s hypothesis, in 
a state of generalized plane stress; the strain- 
rate/displacement-rate relations for infinitesimal strain rates; 
the loading conditions on the edge of the plate, 
. . . 
u22 = “e. V,2 = 0 on x2 = 4a lO<x, <4al , (61 
for t > 0; the srress-free conditions on the other plate 
edges, 
. . 
O11 = #12 = 0 on x, = 0 ib<x2<4al 
and x, = 4a (0<x2<4al. 
“,, n, = 0 on x2 = bJ[l-x:/a21 lO<x,<al , 
(7) 
for t > 0, where n are components of’ the unit outward 
normal to the ellipt/cal hole boundary, n = - Z I&i: + 
ji2] 2 =b2x 
1’ 
X =a’~ 2 
c&iiribns ahead of the notch, 
lj = 1, 21; And the &mmetry 
u12 
= 0. ii2 = 0 on x2 = 0 la<x,<4al , 181 
for t > ot 
Several comments concerning the modelling underlying the 
class of generalized-plane-stress problems formulated are 
appropriate at this time. Given the linear elastic sire- 
independent response of the material in our experiments. 
the stresses at the crack tip at fracture should indeed be 
the same as those at our notch tip on the point Of yield 
That said, however, there is no obvious way Of 
guaranteeing that the physical stresses elsewhere in Our 
cracked plate, other than those specified on boundaries. 
coincide with the stresses in our notched plate at this 
point In this sense our model geometry is quite Open to 
question. It can equally well, though, be used to track 
elasto-plastic stresses in a thick plate, viz., the previous 
formulation can be modified to one of plane strain. For 
both plane stress and plane strain treatments, boundary 
conditions are applied to the undeformed model geometry 
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boundaries; justification for this simplification awaits the 
determination of displacement there, particularly near the 
notch tip. 
On considering the nature of the problem class at -hand, 
we note that the quasi-static assumption means that, 
although relationships change with time, they are 
independent of the time scale. Hence, in essence, we are 
faced with solving for the nine rate, or incremental, 
quantities in Gif ;,,, ;,, as functrons of the two variables xi 
satisfying the quasi-linear system of partial differential 
equations implicit in the field equations, and subject to the 
conditions in J6) through (61 - a task almost certainly 
intractable to any purely analytical approach. Accordingly 
we look to numerical solution methods in what follows 
and, to this end, require’ the specification of the requisite 
material constants before proceeding further. For the 
moment we merely note that we are therefore to take 
whatever Y. uu/E = ur/E as are found experimentally, and 
thereafter define the plastic shear modulus in effect by the 
uniaxial stress-strain curve or flow curve 
In (9). CT, 6 are uniaxial stress, strain, cy, ey their 
respective values at yield, 7/r., = 1 - n + n>//a, to ensure 
the curve has a continuously turning tangent at the yield 
point, and Z/U” = 1 - II”“‘-“I so that (9) IS asymptotic to 
the classical flow curve at large strains, namely, u/ay = 
(6 Ir,,)” where n is the strain hardening exponent To 
represent the varrety of flow curves encountered in 
practice we take n = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5. 0.7 (II = 1 corresponds 
to purely elastic behaviour). 
As we are to perform our analysis numerically, some 
efforts to gauge attendant resolution and accuracy are 
needed. The numerical approach adopted is via the finite 
element method Hence we have avariable the obvrous 
checks of a patch test on any grids used and monitoring 
individual elements to see how well they adhere to the 
given flow curve. In addition two test problems can be 
constructed. The first of these uses the lnglis (19 13) 
solution for the elastic fields in a thick plate of infinite 
extent with an elliptical hole under uniform uniaxial tension 
at infinity. We superimpose this solution on our finite 
regron by picking the ellipse so as to match the boundary 
of our semi-elliptical notch, takrng the applied stress at 
infinity to be parallel to the xz-axis, then replacing our 
stress conditions in (6) and the first of (7) with whatever 
stresses the fields in lnglis 11913) realize there. This 
problem enables us to assess the initial resolution of our 
numerical analysis. The second test problem employs 
Budiansky’s solution (197 1) for the elasto-plastrc response 
in a thin plate of infinite extent weakened by a circular 
hole under all-around uniform tension at infinity when the 
material comprising the plate compkes wrth the classical 
flow curve. We place this solution on our finite region by 
putting the hole at the notch root and ensuring a common 
curvature there; thereafter, as before, we let the stresses 
in Budiansky 119711 dictate the values to be taken in (61. (7) 
as yielding proceeds with our material now obeying the 
classical flow rule with n = 0.1. 0.3. 0.5, 0.7. This 
problem allows *us to estimate any accumulation of errors 
that may occur as plastic flow progresses. Together the 
two test problems permit an appraisal of the errors in the 
analysis of the basic notch. 
2. ANALYSIS 
In this section we describe the procedure devised to meet 
our experimental objectives in me evaluation of KT 
estimates, then discuss how the follow-on finite element 
analysis is undertaken 
For the approach to provrde stress information which is 
useful in engineering contexts, we need to determine 
stress concentration factors to within about 10%. With 
this in mind we choose Xerox paper as a model material: 
the choice enables ready inexpensive fabrication and, with 
suitable preparation, sufficient similarity to the hypothesized 
configurations to meet our accuracy requirements. 
We cut specimens from standard sheets so that the length 
to width ratio is always greater than 2 to 1, and the 
thinness of the paper ensures a width to thickness ratio 
uniformly in excess of 3061; thus the specrmens are not 
infinitely long but effectively so, not infinitesimally thin but 
practically so. The actual cutting IS performed with a 
razor-like blade and all edges are inspected for necks and 
burrs. Testing of specimens is carried out in a calibrated 
Hounsfield tensometer with wide flat grips arranged so as 
to exert a uniform far-field tension with bending 
restrained. To render the model material more nearly 
ideally brittle we bake it at about 55O’F for around 3 min. 
This heat treatment IS by no means perfectly controlled, 
and specimens which do not take on an even dark brown 
shade after baking are discarded. Thereafter all specimens 
are tested and included in the results. 
There is some scatter. To estimate this variabikty in the 
stress-strain curve we take a sample of 10 uniaxial tension 
specimens and obtain mean values and experimental ranges. 
To control variations in experimental K, values, we treat 
samples of at least 30 for a single specimen type, 30 
being the number generally recognized as the mrnrmum 
enabling the use of the central-lrmit theorem. Invoking the 
central limit theorem, we take the experimental scatter rn 
our sample mean values of KT to be given by the 
approximate 95% confidence limits + 2s/fi. where s is 
the sample standard devration, assumed to approximate the 
population standard devration when the sample srze N is 
greater than or equal to 30. Such a use of the theorem 
requires that the results approximate normal distributions 
- we confirm this requirement with histograms. An 
additional source of variation is that, even after heat 
treatment, the Xerox paper retains some anisotropy. To 
bound these effects we cut one pair of samples with 
geometries as in the basic crack configuration and a sample 
uniaxial tension specimen in a single direction, the rolling 
direction, and a second pair of the same geometrres in an 
orthogonal direction. Provrded that this leads to acceptably 
small differences, we then propose to srmply choose the 
orientation yielding the highest value of K, as an Input to 
the analytical phase. 
In considering the analytical component, we first observe 
that the quasi-linear nature of the governrng equations 
underlying the formulation in Section 1 enable an energy 
principle - the analogue of the principle of minimum 
potential energy in elastrcity - to be established for the 
incremental field equations of elasto-plastic flow. This 
principle forms a natural basis for frnlte element methods 
and several codes exist which implement thus type of finite 
element The approach in these codes involves 
discretirating the associated continuum. Here we have 
available constant strain triangles, which we arrange rn an 
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almost uniform overall or global grid containing 545 
elements with 598 degrees of freedom To improve 
resolution in the critical notch vertex vicinity, we run a 
second analysis on an inner or substructured grid pf 600 
elements with 652 degrees of freedom, using as boundary 
conditions results determined from the first Fig. 28). 
Provided aberrations in these “boundary conditions” are 
controlled, this technique leads to increased adcuracy in 
return for modest computational effort (see Kondo and 
Sinclair (1985) for a means of limiting the effects of inner 
boundary condition discrepancies and other implementation 
details). Moreover, on our two test problems, the global 
and substructure grids offer an assessment of 
convergence; given convergence, extrapolation can be used 
to improve results, both in the test problems and in the 
actual notch problem 
We also use the test problems to furnish an estimate of 
the errors in our analysis of the notch problem We 
select, as our error measure 8, the absolute percentage 
error in the maximum transverse stress at the notch root 
or vertex Lo 22 at x, = a, x1 = 0). this being one of the 
key results and also one of the more difficult ones to 
determine accurately. Then we take as our estimate of e, 
In (101, es is the error measure as evaluated in the elastic 
test problem, ep that as calculated in the elasto-plastic 
problem with e:,,,., being its value for the first elastic 
load step, while ep max is the largest value it attains as 
yielding proceeds. Thus the term in parentheses reflects 
how much errors are increased by extended calculations to 
track plastic flow. To some degree it can be controlled 
by varying the step size 1>01, and we keep decreasing the 
load increment to this end until no further improvement 
occurs Thereafter we use (101 to approximate the errors 
in our analytical phase. 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Here we present the results from the experimental studies, 
starting with those designed to verify the approach and 
ending with those for the basic crack configuration. We 
then discuss the outcome of the follow-on theoretical 
analysis, again beginning with results that serve as checks 
and closing with those for the actual crack model. 
The results of the heat treatment are shown in effect in 
the stress-strain curve of Fig. 3. Though the experimental 
curve does not represent perfectly brittle behaviour 
(indicated by the dashed line terminating with the cross), it 
is a good approximation to it with the strain deviation from 
ideal behavtour being less than 7% of the total strain at 
fracture, t v. The scatter is greatest at low strains, 
probably because of the limited ability of the tensometer 
to measure load levels there. It does not become large 
enough so as to invalidate the conclusion that our model 
material appears to be in adequate agreement with the ideal 
response of (3). The modulus underlying Fig. 3 leads us to 
take oY/E = 11300 in subsequent analysis, a value typical 
of a number of materials. 
The results for the scaled specimen pairs are given in 
Table 1. These are reported in terms of strength ratios, 
the applied stress at fracture in the basellne cracked 
specimen, a?, divided by the applied stress at fracture in a 
second specimen scaled up by a factor of X, #I. The 
FIG. 3. Experimental uniaxiel stress-strain curve 
mean values demonstrate size independence to within 5%. 
Further. histograms of the data indicate it is approximately 
normally distributed (see Kondo (19851 for specifics). 
allowing the use of the central-limit theorem. Accordingly 
the greatest size dependence statistically admissible is no 
more than 10%. compatible with the sort of accuracy 
levels sought here. No local buckling was observed in 
these tests, or any others. 
TABLE 1. Strength ratios for scaled crack specimens 
Scale factor, Mean strength ratio, 95% confidence 
x +; limits 
1.5 1.01 0.93 - 1.09 
2.0 0.99 0.92 - 1.07 
3.0 1 .oo 0.91 - 1.09 
4.0 1.05 0.99 - 1.10 
TABLE 2. Theoretical end experimental KT 
Central hole Theoretical Experimental 95% confidence 
type KT KT 
limits 
Small circle 3.36 3.36 3.24 - 3.46 
Ellipse 3.74 3.88 3.72 - 4.02 
Large circle 4.33 4.46 4 28 - 4.64 
The orthogonal pair of specimen sets demonstrate that 
anisotropic effects cancel to the extent that no more than 
a 5% variation is observed in K, estimates calculated via 
(2). Choosing the orientation with the highest K,, results 
for the hole configurations are given in Table 2 and 
compared with theoretical counterparts (from Peterson 
(19741. Figs 86, 1’291. The mean experimental stress 
concentration factors are on average 2%X greater than the 
corresponding theoretical factors, probably due to me 
choice of orientation so as to worst-case anisotropic 
effects, a policy offset to a degree by the limited 
departures from the stress-strain curve of an ideal brittle 
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material ewdent in Fig. 3A Again histograms justify the 
use of the central-limit theorem (refer Kondo (1985)). The 
resulting limits indicate a maximum statistically admissible 
error of less than 8%. an error bound compatible ~8th the 
resolution desired here. 
Applying the approach to the basic crack configuration 
using the central-limit theorem furnishes 
K,=4.6~ 10%. (11) 
The K, of I1 1) is the result that in essence establishes our 
notch model for the crack. After an iteration, (1 1) is 
found to lead to a semi-minor axis of b = 0.35a 
Turning to the analysis, we remark that the code and grid 
used pass the first check of a patch test to 4 significant 
figures. The performance in our test problems is as 
follows. For the elastic test problem. the results from the 
global and substructure grids are consistent with a 
numerically convergent analysis. the second giving .e’ = 0.5 
t%). For the elasto-plastic test problem, we find that the 
optimum load increments are, as percentages of the 
applied stress at the elastic limit, i0 equal to 5/8, 5. 10 
and 20 for n equal to 0.1, 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7 respectively. 
For these step sires, convergence continues to be 
apparently complied with and extrapolation can be used to 
good effect (see Kondo (198511. The extrapolated results 
restrict the plastic error factor feLax le:,,,,, ), for loads 
up to LT~/U~ = 1.6 and for all strain hardenmg exponents 
treated, to being less than 4. Consequently, from 110). our 
error estimate for the notch problem of concern is 
e i 2 (96) , 1121 
an acceptable result in the light of our general 
requirements. 
For the actual model notch analysis, we first examine the 
effects of ignoring boundary motion. For the greatest 
notch opening - the plane stress analysis of the material 
with the lowest hardening exponent under maximum load 
- we gauge the effects on curvature. hence K, via an 
adaptation of (1). We find these to be less than a 9% 
reduction for this extreme case; errors induced in this way 
for other configurations are far less. 
Given this last instance of satisfactory compliance with 
standards set, we can now present sample results from 
our crack-tip stress model. In Fig 4 we show that 
I 
2.0 3.0 
FIG. 4. Tensile crack-tip stresses from crack model 
transverse normal stress, oz2, ahead of our model crack 
when n = 0.1 - the instance of greatest plastic flow. The 
results illustrate the smoothing of the stress distribution 
that accompames yielding, as well as the increased yielding 
attending reduced thickness. A summary of results for 
other strain hardening exponents is presented III the form 
of stress concentration factors in Table 3. The constant 
K.r values for all n for the i&al elastic limit load are 
included for comparison; recall that this last is twice the 
value of (1 1) by virtue of bending being present Plain 
strain values are given in parentheses. Further discussion 
and other results of physical import may be found in 
Kondo ( 19851. 
TABLE 3. Elasto-plastic crack-tip 5 
Load level Strain hardening exponents 
aol”Y ” = 0.1 n = 0.3 ” = 0.5 
” = 0.7 
0.1 1 9.2 9.2 9.2 92 
(9.2) (9.21 (9.2) (9.2) 
0.30 4.8 5.9 7.0 8.0 
(5.7) 16.5) (7.5) 18.21 
0.48 3.3 4.6 5.9 7.3 
(4 41 (5.11 (6.31 (7.6) 
0.66 2.6 3.9 5.3 68 
(3.6) (4.3) (5.5) (7 0) 
0.84 2.3 3.5 5.0 6.6 
(3.11 13.8) 15.11 (6.8) 
1.02 2.2 3.3 4.8 6.5 
12.81 (3.51 (4.9) (6.61 
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